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Abstract  

At room temperature chemical solution deposition technique has been employed for the deposition of Sb2Se3 thin films. 
Solution based deposition of Sb2Se3 crystals with variation in reaction time was found to be playing a significant role in 
controlling the reaction rate during the deposition of Sb2Se3 films. Temporal evolution of structural, morphological and optical 
properties of deposited Sb2Se3 films was investigated using X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy and UV-
visible spectroscopy, respectively. Solution deposition of Sb2Se3 films involves two steps: initial nucleation and crystal 
formation followed by growth to form final films. Increased reaction time from 30 to 120 min, deposited films showed 
morphological evolution for Sb2Se3 nanocrystals from dense spheres to self-assembled flower-like morphology. In addition, 
optical energy band gap variation from 1.60 to 1.63 eV suggested the possibility of crystal size optimization with energy band 
gap tunability of Sb2Se3 crystals in the visible region. This is also evident from the photoluminescence studies, which reveal 
the luminescence intensity variation with crystal size of Sb2Se3 as a function of deposition time. Optical and morphological 
response of Sb2Se3 crystals to the reaction conditions suggests it is a suitable and potential candidate for optoelectronic 
applications such as photovoltaic cells, electronic nano-devices, fuel cells, etc. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, metal chalcogenides like CdS, PbS, PbSe, HgS, 

In2S3, In2Se3, Bi2S3, Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, Sb2S3 and Sb2Se3, have 

attracted considerable attraction of researchers as promising 

materials in thermoelectric cooling and optical devices.[1-4] 

Among these materials, in recent time stibnite family members 

viz., Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, Sb2S3 and Sb2Se3 have been immerged out 

as promising candidates.[5,6] This is possibly due to their 

alluring optical and electrical properties in the nano regime. 

However, in the case of stibnite family based chalcogenides, 

Sb2Se3 is expected to stand better in various applications like 

advanced energy conversion and storage (ECS) devices 

including fuel cells, photo-electrochemical water splitting 

cells, solar cells, Li-ion batteries and supercapacitors. This is 

because of higher absorption and broad spectral response of 

metal chalcogenides.[7-12] 

Literature reveals that, the performance of these energy 

devices relies strongly on the properties of the nanostructured 

material. Such wide exposure to various applications of metal 

chalcogenides has been profited due to the employed 

variations in the synthesis methods materials resulting in the 

different crystal sizes and surface morphologies. In view of the 

above, development in the field of nanomaterial synthesis is 

believed to play a key role in future advances of the device 

grade applications.[13-16] 

Therefore, to explore complete optical properties of Sb2Se3, 

it becomes very necessary to characterize the variation of the 

optical absorption including photoluminescence (PL) as 

function of deposition conditions. Numerous reports are 

available on the synthesis of nanocrystalline Sb2Se3.[17-20] 
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However, countable communications deal with the chemical 

solution deposition of Sb2se3 followed by the studies on the 

optical properties including PL.[21,22] 

Thus, in this work, Sb2Se3 nanocrystals have been 

synthesized using chemical solution deposition and an attempt 

has been made to explain the evolution of their morphology. 

Phase identification and structural analysis of the prepared 

samples were carried out systematically. Optical properties 

including photoluminescence studies of the prepared 

nanocrystals were conducted and the probable reasons for the 

resultant spectra were explained. 

 

2. Experimental 

In the present synthesis, solutions of SbCl3 (0.01 M) and 

Na2SeO3 (0.01 M) were prepared in acetone and double 

distilled water, respectively in two different beakers, wherein 

SbCl3 acts as a precursor of Sb3+ and Na2SeO3 that of Se2-.  The 

deposition process is discussed in the following steps. First, 

the bath for Sb3+ was prepared by adding 1 gm of SbCl3 to 10 

ml of acetone and stirred for 5 minutes until a uniform mixture 

was formed. Further, 10 ml of triethanolamine (TEA) (20%), 

a complexing agent was then prepared in double distilled 

water and added to the first bath containing antimony source 

to obtain Sb3+-TEA complex. In the next event, a 2M Se2- 

precursor solution was prepared in double distilled water 

under constant stirring of 10 minutes and slowly introduced 

into the Sb3+-TEA complex precursor solution under constant 

stirring. TEA, a complexing agent helps for obtaining soluble 

species of Sb3+ in acidic medium during the reaction. The pH 

of the combined bath was adjusted to be around 8–10 by 

dropping 2-3 pellets of NaOH through vigorous stirring. 

Finally, previously cleaned glass slides were introduced into 

the beaker for further deposition. The colour of the mixture 

solution was observed to be changing from milky white to 

orange indicating the formation of Sb2Se3 species. Each 

sample was taken out after completing the desired reaction 

time of 30, 60 and 120 m, respectively. The samples deposited 

at room temperature were named as A, B and C, in the 

increasing order of reaction time of 30, 60 and 120 m, 

respectively. 

The analysis of crystal structural, morphological and 

elemental properties of crystalline Sb2Se3 films were carried 

out using X-ray Diffractometry (XRD) (model: XRD, Rigaku 

“D/B max -2400”, Cu Kα = 0.154 nm), Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) (model: JEOL-JSM 6360-A) and energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), respectively. A UV- Vis 

spectrophotometer (model: JASCO V-670) was used to record 

optical absorption spectra of crystalline Sb2Se3 films in the 

range of 200-800 nm at room temperature. The emission 

spectrum was obtained by using photoluminescence 

spectroscopy technique. 

 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1 The phase identification and structural analysis of 

Sb2Se3 films 

Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of samples A-C, respectively. 

XRD patterns for films show defined diffraction signatures 

around 21.50, 23.72, 27.13, 31.06, 34.42, 43.79, and 50.90º, 

indexed to (220), (101), (021), (221), (420), (440) and (351) 

hkl planes. The observed peaks were compared with the 

JCPDS card No. 72-1184, which confirms the orthorhombic 

phase for deposited Sb2Se3 crystals. The average crystallite 

size in each film sample was calculated using a standard 

method in the literature after incorporating due corrections for 

the strain induced broadening in the diffraction peaks.[23-24] 

 
Fig. 1 Structural properties of Sb2Se3 films A, B and C. 

 

Three main peaks of the obtained XRD pattern corresponding 

to (111), (230) and (221) planes were considered individually 

for each sample for the crystal size calculation. The average 

crystallite size was found to be in the range of 47-58 nm for 

the three samples considered. As known from the literature, 

the Equation 1,[16] 

β Cosθ =
Kλ

D
+ n Sinθ                                  (1) 

where β is the full width at half maximum in radians of the 

diffraction peak under consideration after instrumental 

broadening correction, θ is the angle of diffraction, D is the 

size of the crystallite, ηis the strain in the material), and the 

plot about β Cosθ Vs η Sinθ is shown in Fig. 2. The Y-intercept 

of the plot corresponds to zero strain and so eliminates the 

strain induced line broadening. The average crystallite size D 

was then directly calculated from the Y-intercept (=
Kλ

D
  ) for 

each sample. The results are tabulated in Table1. 

In addition, to further prove the deposition of Sb2Se3 films, 

compositional analysis and elemental mapping were 

performed with the help of energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDXS) system as shown in Fig. 3. As illustrated 

in Fig. 2, composition mapping for Sb2Se3 films reveals the 

presence of Sb and Se in ~ 2:3 ratio, confirms the formation of 

Sb2Se3. 
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Table 1. Physical Parameters of all prepared samples. 

Sample 2θº Sinθ βr(rad) × 10-3 βr COSθ × 10-3 D (nm) 

Film-A 21.50 0.1865 4.08 4.00 47 

23.72 0.2055 5.48 5.35 

31.06 0.2677 6.7 6.45 

Film-B 21.50 0.1865 4.19 4.11 50 

23.72 0.2055 5.6 5.47 

31.06 0.2677 6.82 6.56 

Film-C 21.50 0.1865 4.34 4.26 58 

23.72 0.2055 5.75 5.62 

31.06 0.2677 6.97 6.71 

 

Fig. 2 Williamson-Hall plot for the estimation of crystallite size. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Energy dispersive spectroscopic analysis of Sb2Se3 film A. 

 

3.2 Morphological analysis of Sb2Se3 films 

Figure 4 represents the SEM images for the samples A-C, 

respectively. At the initial stage of deposition i.e. for the first 

30 minutes of reaction, the low magnification SEM image of 

sample A shown in (Fig. 4A1) reveals the uniform and dense 

pinots-like morphology. However, higher magnification SEM 

images of sample A clearly represent the formation of self-

assembled ring-like morphology for sample A (Fig. 4A2). This 

may be due to the controlled nucleation of the Sb2Se3 species 

resulting into the observed morphology.  

For the prolonged deposition time to 60 minutes i.e. sample 

B, the pinots are observed to be attached to rings (Fig. 4B1). 

However, it is clearly seen from the higher magnification 

image (Fig. 4B2) that, the pinots are getting interconnected and 

resulting into the thick petal-like morphology. Finally, for the 

deposition time of 120 minutes i.e. sample C, the temporal 

growth has resulted in the flower-like morphology (Figs. 4C1 

and C2).  

Observed morphological evolution in the present study, 

may be explained on the basis of the nucleation and growth 

kinetics of nanocrystals during the chemical solution 

deposition of the films. It appears that, reaction time has 

influenced the nucleation and growth of Sb2Se3 nanocrystals. 

During the initial deposition, reaction rate may have been 

driven by the Sb-TEA complex, which leads to control the 

release of Sb3+ in the reaction bath. As a result of this, in the 

initial phase of the deposition, the cationic and anionic species 

in the solution to be deposited get adsorbed over the embryo 

or nuclei and start growing into a crystal to give pinots like 

morphology. However, literature suggests that, during 

chemical solution deposition, the resultant morphology is the 

function of balance between surface and thermodynamic 

equilibrium. Thus, with prolonged deposition time early 

formed crystals start to self-organize in order to have 

minimum surface free energy. This is evident from the 

emergence of the different morphologies such as ring-like, 

petals and flower-like morphologies observed in the present 

study. This is in agreement with the numerous varieties of 

morphologies like nano-ribbons, nano-wires, hollow nano-

spheres and solid nanospheres of Sb2Se3 reported in 

literature.[25-27] 

 

3.4 Optical absorption Studies 

Figure 5a shows the wavelength dependent absorption spectra 

of the samples A-C recorded in the range 350-850 nm. The 

UV-visible absorption spectra for samples A-C showed 

panchromatic absorbance behaviour with spectral response in 

the extended visible region. However, there is no significant 

difference in the absorption edge for samples from A to C, 

indicating no later variation in the crystallite size over  
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Fig. 4 Morphological analysis of films A, B and C. 

 

prolonged reaction time, respectively. This is in agreement 

with the earlier discussion in XRD analysis. This is also in 

close with the optical results discussed in previous reports.  

Figure 5b shows the optical band gap calculations for 

samples from A-C using optical absorption spectra using 

Equation 2.[19] Band gap plots depict the optical energy band 

gap (Eg) values in the range of 1.60 to 1.63 eV, respectively.[28] 

These values of Eg are quite greater than the bulk band gap 

value i.e. 1.2 eV of Sb2Se3 crystals, which can be attributed to 

the size reduction of the Sb2Se3 crystals during temporal 

deposition. This is in agreement with the earlier reports 

discussing the optical properties of metal chalcogenides.[29-31] 

αhʋ = β (hʋ - Eg)
n                               (2) 

3.5 Photoluminescence studies 

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the samples A-C, recorded 

at room temperature with an excitation wavelength of 350 nm, 

has been presented in Fig. 6. The emission spectrum for all 

samples exhibits one distinct peak centred on 602 nm. The 

emission peaks in the present study for chemically deposited 

crystalline Sb2Se3 showed increase in intensity with the 

increase in reaction time.[1] This may be due to the prolonged 

reaction time resulting into the variation in morphology. 

According to literature, the morphological geometry controls 

the amount of scattering of light from the surfaces of the film. 

This may be evident from the variation into the PL intensities 

for different morphologies in the present work.[32,33] Thus, the 

observed enhancement of the PL emission can also be 

attributed to a low light scattering due to the reduction in the 

surface defects for Sb2Se3 crystals in the present study.[33] 

 

Fig. 5 Optical absorption spectra of films A, B and C. 
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Fig. 6 Spectroscopy of films A, B and C. 

 

3.6 Contact angle measurement 

Measuring contact angles is a simple means to analyze 

wettability of thin film surfaces.[34] In the present study, in 

order to measure the contact angle, the water droplet was 

added on the copper surface by means of a syringe and the 

image of the drop was captured with a video camera. It was 

found that water droplets rest on the surface of Sb2Se3 films 

with a contact angle of about 60˚ revealing the hydrophilic 

nature of the deposited films (Fig. 7). This is in agreement with 

earlier report for different chemically deposited 

semiconducting material in the literature.[12] Such a 

hydrophilic nature of deposited Sb2Se3 finding applications in 

heterojunction based optical devices.  

 

Fig. 7 Contact angle measurement of films A, B and C. 

 

4. Conclusions 

Role of the deposition time during the solution deposition of 

Sb2Se3 crystals through systematic experiments with its 

significance has been studied orderly. The deposition time was 

found to be playing an important role in the structural, 

morphological and optical properties of Sb2Se3 nanocrystals. 

The temporal growth of Sb2Se3 nanocrystals resulting into the 

variation in morphologies has been observed. This is been 

attributed to the super saturation factor and reaction rate 

during the deposition of crystals. Optical properties including 

PL found to be driven by size and shape of Sb2Se3 crystals. 

Observed morphological and optical properties reveal Sb2Se3 

a promising absorber material in opto-electronic applications 

including photovoltaic devices. 
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